and Hubert cube.
In [3] R. D. Anderson determines the minimal normal subgroups of the groups of all homeomorphisms of certain topological spaces with a complicated kind of setwise homogeneity and an invertibility property. These spaces include the universal plane curve, universal curve, S2, and S3.
In [2] J. V. Whittaker shows that the compact manifolds, with or without boundary, are characterized by the algebraic structure of their groups of homeomorphisms, in the sense that any two compact manifolds are homeomorphic iff their groups of homeomorphisms are algebraically isomorphic. One of his main tools in this characterization is his development, in the first part of the paper, of the structure of the minimal normal subgroups of the groups of all homeomorphisms of the compact manifolds. His methods are similar to those of [3] .
In [7] Ulam and von Neumann announce the theorem that the identity component of the homeomorphism group of the two-sphere is simple.
Thus our results of §3 will extend some of the results of [2] , [3] , and [7] . The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we develop the notion of a near basis for a s-l-s-h continuum; in §3, we use near bases to determine the minimal normal subgroups of the groups of homeomorphisms of s-l-s-h continua; in §4, we study the structure of s-l-s-h continua some more; and finally in §5, we show that various continua are both 1-s-h and also s-l-s-h. We also show that the Hubert cube is 1-s-h.
The following important question remains unanswered: Are all 1-s-h continua also s-l-s-h? 1 . Conventions, notation, and some definitions. All spaces are separable metric. HiX), or H when no confusion arises, denotes the group of all homeomorphisms of X. (1) Ut n U, ¥= 0 iff \i-j\ Ú 1, (2) E7, n V, Ï 0 iff i/j n Uj ï 0, and (3) (7i $ U¡ for any pair i,j.
91 is a chain from a to A means that a is an element only of the first link of °U, and A is the element only of the last link of <W, and neither is contained in the closure of the remaining elements of °li. It is well known and easy to prove that if a and A are points of a connected, locally connected, metric space, then for any e > 0, there is a chain from a to A such that the diameter of each link is less than e. Furthermore, these elements may be chosen from any basis for the space.
If ty is a collection of sets, then °U* denotes the union of the elements of CH.
p(^) = lub {diam U\ Ue<%}is called the mesh of °U.
If A s X, CÍA) denotes the complement of A. A~ or A ~ denotes closure.
The universal plane curve (or Sierpihski curve) is a continuum whose standard construction is the following: Let C be a square plus its interior in the plane. Divide C into nine equal squares, and remove the interior of the middle ninth. Break each of the remaining eight squares into nine equal squares, and remove the interiors of their middle ninths. Continue the process inductively, ad infinitum. The set which remains is the desired continuum. The Sierpiriski curve has been characterized by Whyburn [6] as the only locally connected, one-dimensional plane continuum with no local cut points.
The standard construction for the universal curve (or Menger curve) is the following: Let Fy, F2, and F3 be three faces of the solid cube S in F3 such that no two of these faces are opposite each other. We remove portions of S by punching out, to the opposite side, the interiors of the middle ninths of Fy, F2, and F3. We next punch out, to the opposite side, the interiors of the middle ninths of each of the remaining eight squares in each of Fy, F2, and F3, and we continue this process inductively. The remaining set is a continuum called the universal curve. The universal curve has been characterized by R. D. Anderson [4] as the only locally connected, one-dimensional metric continuum containing no local cut points, such that no open subset is imbeddable in the plane. 2 . Strongly locally setwise homogeneous continua and near bases. In this section we study the structure of s-l-s-h continua through the notion of anear basis for the space. We begin with some definitions. Definition 2.1. Let A' be a continuum, and let G be a subgroup of H(X). Then X is called locally setwise homogeneous under G iff there exist both a basis 33 of connected open sets of X and a dense subset A of X such that for any B e 33 and a,beAC\B, there is a homeomorphism geG, g supported on B, such that g(a) = b. {X, A, 33, G} is called a locally setwise homogeneous structure for X. If X is locally setwise homogeneous under H(X), then X is called locally setwise homogeneous denoted 1-s-h. We note that a 1-s-h continuum will necessarily be locally connected. Definition 2.2. A continuum X is called strongly locally setwise homogeneous (s-l-s-h) iff there exists a locally setwise homogeneous structure {X, A, 33, G} for X such that for each B e 33 and xe A n B, there is a neighborhood U of x with UçzB, satisfying the following property: For each open subset F of B, there exists a homeomorphism he G such that (1) h is supported on B, and (2) hxV)çV.
We will say that U (or U) moves freely in B. Remark. We note that, in this paper, 1-s-h and s-l-s-h structures and spaces are defined only for locally connected continua, although it is possible to define them for more general spaces. Definition 2.3. Let {X, A, 33, 77} be a 1-s-h structure, and let £eS3, B¿0. Proof. Since Xis s-l-s-h, there exists a neighborhood TV' of x in Ux which moves freely in Ux. Let d=d(x, U2). Let TV be a connected neighborhood of x such that N^N'
and diam (N)<d. We show that TV moves freely in Ql*. Let xx e Ux n U2 n A. Then there exists a neighborhood Nx of xx such that Nx s Ux n U2 and Nx moves freely in U2. Since TVi is open in Ux and TV moves freely in Ux, there exists a homeomorphism hx supported on Ux such that hx(N) çTVj. Now let Kbe any open set in U2. There is a homeomorphism </>x supported on U2 such that (/>x(Nx)çz V. Thus c/>xhx(N)S: V. It follows that TV moves freely in Ux u U2. Now let x2 e U2 n U3 and let TV2 be a neighborhood of x2 that moves freely in [February U3. Then, since Ny moves freely in U2, there exists a homeomorphism A2 supported on U2 such that h2iÑy)^N2. Therefore h2hy(Ñ)^N2.
We may continue this process inductively. Thus, after a finite number of steps, we have neighborhoods A^ç ui n Ui+1 for l^i^n-l, such that (1) Nt moves freely in Ui+1, and (2) Proof. Let xe X and let U be a connected open set containing x. Let ae A n U, a^x. Let %y\ Uy.y, ¿71>2, ..., £/1>Bl be a chain of elements of 93 in U from a to x such that p(^) < 3-í/(íz, x). Let a1¡0 = a, alt e A n (C/1>t n (71>j+1) for z'=l, 2, ..., Hi-1. Let ^ ^2,1» ^2,2, ••■» ^2,712 be a chain of elements of 93 froma,^-! tox in 17i,ni such that pi(%2)<\diUy,ni-y,x).
Let ûi,ni-i be a2¡0 and let a2>i6/l n(z72in U2.i+1) for z'=l,2, ...,»a-l. Let %z: C/3il, t/3>2, ..., f73>n3 be a chain of elements of 93 in £/2,"2from aa,i.a-i tox such that^(£^,3)<^i/(L72 >na_i, x). Clearly this process may be continued inductively, ad infinitum. Now let "Ty be the subchain of <%y whose elements are Uy.y, U1¡2, ..., Uy.ni^y. Let "¡^2 be the subchain of aU2 from the last element of °U2 which meets the last element of "Ty to (and including) <72>n2_1. Let "T3 be the subchain of <?/3 from the last element of ^C3 which meets "^ to U3.n3_y. Continue the process inductively. Let y be the infinite chain whose links are the links of the i^s. Now we rename the links of the chains ^ as follows :
Letby.yeA n (K1(1-F1>2), 6i.a e ¿ n (Klfl n F1>2), ..., A1>fcle^ n (F^., n F1>l(1). Let A2>1 e A n (K2-1-F2>2) n K1>fcl, A2,2 e A n (Ka>1 n F2,2), ..., A2,k2 e y4 n (F2>fc2_! n K2>k2). We continue this process inductively, also. Finally we are ready to construct the homeomorphism A. Let Ny be a connected neighborhood of A,,, in Flfl -F1>2 which moves freely in VltV Let N2 be a neighborhood of A2-1 in Vy.k n F2jl which moves freely in V2.x. Let Mx be a neighborhood of A2>2 in V2.y n V2.2 which moves freely in V2.2. We choose Ny, N2, and My so that they are elements of 93. Let gy be a homeomorphism supported on F~2>1 such that gyiN2)^My. Let "Wy be the chain "Ty, and let Ax be a homeomorphism supported on iVf such that hyiNy)^N2. We further assume that hy is constructed as g is constructed in Lemma 2.1. Note that hxgx is supported on "Tf u V2¡1 and takes TVj into TV2 and TV2 into Mx.
Let TV3 be a neighborhood of b3jX in V2tk2 n V3_x which moves freely in V3iX. Let M2 be a neighborhood of b3¡2 in K3il n K3f2 which moves freely in F3>2. Let g2 be a homeomorphism supported on K3il such that g2(N3)çzM2. Let #^ be the following chain: W2: V2¡2, V2¡3, ..., V2¡k2. Then, as above, there exists a homeomorphism h2 supported on W$ such that h2(Mx)^N3. Again we assume that h2 is constructed as g is constructed in Lemma 2.1. Note that neither g2 nor h2 affects points of VlfU ..., Vx_kl_x. Further h2g2hxgx is supported on "Vf u tT| and takes TVj. into TV2, TV2 into TV3 and TV3 into M2. We continue the process inductively obtaining two sequences of homeomorphisms {gisî=i and {h^f=x.
It is clear that gx, hx, and h2 are the only homeomorphisms affecting points of 'ff. Similarly, gn-x, gn, hn.x, hn, and hn+x are the only homeomorphisms affecting points of y*. Thus we may define h= • ■ -h2 ■ g2 ■ hx ■ gx = T\F= x /t.g., since for each n, FIz" i A.g¡ = 11?= i1 Kgi on "f*. Then h is clearly a homeomorphism of X onto itself such that h is supported on y* and h(NA<^NiJrX. We obtain {W.}r=o as follows. Let W0 = NX and let Wn=hn(Nx). Since Nx n TV2 = 0 and //(TVO g TV2, it follows that W0 n ^ = 0. Therefore /zn( W0) ^ ¿m( W0) = 0 also. For suppose not, and assume n>m. Let j> 6 hn(W0) n /zm(»T0). Then h~m(y) eW0n hn-m(W0). But n-m>0 and /VW) is a subset of (J(°°=2 *7 for /c>l. This is a contradiction. Thus IP. n W¡=0 for zVy", and (1) of the lemma is proved.
To show part (2) we observe that TV.s Vi_x¡kt_1 n Ki4, lim,..,,, (diam VtA) = 0, and lim^a, i/(K._1,)Cl.1,x)=0. Thus lim._x/V.=*. But JP.sTV.. It follows that lim..,« Wx = x, and (2) is proved. (1) Wir^Wj=0 for i^j, (2) lim..,«, Wf = x0, and (3) Wn=hn(W0) for some homeomorphism h, as in Lemma 2.2. Let x be any point of A and let U e 33 be any neighborhood of x. We will show that there is a homeomorphism cf> such that x e </>(W0)^ U.
Since x e A, there exists a homeomorphism g such that g(x0)=x. Let g(Wt)= W\. Then W[ ->■ x. Therefore there is an integer n such that W"^ U. Let yeAc\ W'n. Then there is a homeomorphism/, supported on U, such that f(x)=y. Therefore f-\y)=x and xef^OsP. Let cb=f~^ghn. Then xe^H^st/. It follows that A admits a basis of homeomorphic sets-namely the collection of all images of W0 under homeomorphisms of X onto itself.
Theorem 2.1. Every s-l-s-h continuum has a near basis.
Proof. Let {X, A, 93, //} be a s-l-s-h structure, and let x0e A. Let {W^Ho be a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of 93 converging to x0, such that for some heH, hiWi)=Wi+1. Let (S, = {h(W0) | A e//}. Then it follows from Lemma 2.3 that © is a near basis for X, for if U is any (connected) open set of X, there is a point ae A n U, and therefore an element Eed such that Fs U. Theorem 2.2. Let X be a s-l-s-h continuum, and let ©j and ©2 be two near bases for X, generated by By and B2, respectively. Let A/(©¡) = IJ {E e ©¡}, z'=l,2. Then M(Gy) = M(Q2).
Proof. Let x £ M(©j). It is sufficient to show that x e M(©2)
. Since x e M(©i), there exists an he H such that x 6 hiBy). Now B2 is open in A', and Sj is a near basis for X. Therefore there is a homeomorphism g e H such that g(By)^B2. Then gh~1 takes hiBy) into B2. It follows that hg~1iB2) contains x and is an element of ©2-Therefore x e M(©2).
Remark. It follows from Theorem 2.2 that M(S) is independent of the near basis © chosen for X, and is therefore unique. Thus we may, and will, denote this set by MiX), and call it the core of X. We note that in the case of the compact connected manifolds, this set coincides with the set MiX) defined in [2] , and is just the interior of the manifold. In the case of the universal plane curve, we get the whole space. This latter statement is true for the following reasons. It follows from [6] that the universal plane curve has exactly two orbits (one of which is the union of the complementary bounding simple closed curves), and each of these orbits is dense in the space. In Theorem 5.2, we prove that the universal plane curve is s-l-s-h. Thus we may apply Theorem 4.2, in which it is proved that the core of X is the union of the dense orbits of X. Thus the core of the universal plane curve is the whole space.
3. Minimal normal subgroups. Theorem 3.1 of this section is an analogue of Theorem 1 of [2] . The proof is essentially the same. We will indicate how to use the properties of the previous section to make the necessary modifications. Definition 3.1. Let X be a s-l-s-h continuum, and let © be a near basis for X. Let Qi&) be the group of homeomorphisms generated by the homeomorphisms supported on elements of ©; that is, £)(©) consists of finite products of homeomorphisms, each of which is supported on an element of ©. Then £>(©) is called a basic subgroup of //(A") and is said to be generated by ©. See Remark after Corollary 3.1.1. HOMOGENEOUS CONTINUA AND HOMEOMORPHISM GROUPS 285 element of© such that U n g~1(U)= 0. We note that g~1(U)e © also. Let x be an element of U, and let {Wi}¡°=0 °e a sequence of connected open sets in U, and let/i be an element of H such that (1) lim.^" Wt = x, (2) WinWj=0 for i+j, and (3)fi(Wi)=Wl+1. By Lemma 2.2, {Wt}?L0 and/i exist. Furtherfx e Q(&), since fx is supported on U and U e ©. Now let K be any element of ©, and let f be any homeomorphism supported on V. We show that/e G. There exists an/2 e 77 such that/2(K)£ W0, since Keß. Let gi=fig~lfi~1g-Now gj e G, since gx is the product of g by a conjugate of g_1, and G is normal in 77. We note that gj is /i on (7 and a copy of/f1 on g-1(£7).
Letf0=f2ff21. Then/0 is a copy of/and is supported on W0. If/0 e G then any conjugate of it is also an element of G, and thus/e G. We show that/0 e G. Let
Then it is easy to see that f0=gxh~1gx~ ^^h, which is a product of gx by a conjugate of gx 1. Since gx e G, it follows that/,, and therefore/ is also in G.
Corollary 3.1.1. Let {X, A, 33, 77} be a s-l-s-h structure, and let &x and ©2 be near bases for X. Let f2(©¡) be the basic subgroups of H(X) generated by Qs¡, /= 1, 2.
ThenQ(&x)=Q(&2).
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, g(©i)£Ö(@2) and ô(@2)= i?(®i)-Thus ô(®i)=ô(®2)-Remark. It follows from the corollary that Q(<&) is independent of®, and therefore is unique. We denote the minimal normal subgroup by Q(X) and call it the basic subgroup of 77. We note that in the case of a compact, connected manifold, our Q(X) coincides with the group Q(X) defined in [2] .
4. Additional properties of 1-s-h and s-l-s-h continua. In this section we study the core of X, M(X). Recall (from the Remark following Theorem 2.2) that M(X) is defined to be the union of the elements of®, where © is a near basis for X. From Theorem 2.2 it follows that all near bases produce the same set. In this section we show that the above mentioned examples, with the possible exception of the universal curve and Hubert cube, are also s-l-s-h. In addition, we show that the Hubert cube is 1-s-h. :£ 1}, and such that </>(x) = origin. Let S' be the «-ball of radius \, and let U = cb-1(lntS'). Then Ü^B.
We show that U moves freely in B. Let V be open in B. Then there exists a homeomorphism h, h supported on B, such that h(x) e V. Now U n h~\V) is an open subset of U containing x. Then </>(U n «_1(K)) is an open subset of S' containing the origin. There exists a homeomorphism *F: S -» S which keeps the origin fixed and carries S' into <f>(U n /z_1(K)). Then <f>~xx¥<j> is a homeomorphism of X supported on Tí and carrying U into U n h~\V). It follows that h<f>~lx¥cb is supported on Tí and carries U into V. We show that there exists a homeomorphism A, A supported on B, such that A(t/)ç V. Let N be an open set containing U u V in its interior such that (1) A'ç B and (2) Bd A' is a simple closed curve not meeting C. From the proof of Lemma 1 of [6] , it follows that there exists a homeomorphism </>: N-U -» N-W taking Bd N -> Bd /V by the identity, and Bd U onto Bd W. Further, the lemma just cited also shows that <f> can be extended to take U onto W. ,b2, . ..). We will define a homeomorphism A:/00-»/" such that h(a) = b. We obtain A as an infinite product. Let h[: It -» /, be a homeomorphism such that (1) hi is supported on (0, 1) n C/¡ and (2) h'i(al) = bi. Let A¡ be an extension of h\ to all /°° defined as follows. If x = (Xi, x2, ..., Xj-»., x¡, xi+1, ...) then Ai(x) = (xj, x2, ..., Xi_1; Aí(x¡), xi+1, ...). Let h = \~\T= i A¡. Then A is a homeomorphism of/00 onto itself, A is supported on B, and h(a) = b.
Note. In a later paper, we hope to prove or give reference to theorems showing that the Hilbert cube and universal curve are also s-l-s-h.
